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1. Introduction. In [1] D. H. Gottlieb has introduced the notion
of G-spaces. The purpose o this note is to apply the localization theory
to G-spaces. A space X is called a G-space if, when we fix x0 e X arbitrarily as the base point, 2or any integer m and 2or any element
a e =.(X, x0) there exists a map F:(XS (Xo, So))-.(X, xo) such that
Fxo X-X is the identity map and FoZ (S So)-(X, Xo) represents a, where So e S is the base pint.
In [4] it has been proved that for any l-connected CW-complex X
of finite type and any set P of primes there exist the localized space
Xe which is a l-connected, countable CW-complex, and the localization
map ix" XXe (i.e. the induced map (ix). localizes the homology group
with integer coefficient and the homotopy groups with respect to P),
and moreover that Xe is determined up to homotopy by the homotopy
type o X and by the set P.
When P consists o one element p, we denotes Xe=X().
The main theorem o this note is the next one.
Theorem 1. Let X be a l-connected, finite CW-complex. Then
X is a G-space if and only if X() is a G-space for all primes p.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. An m-th evaluation subgroup, denoted
by G(X, Xo), o the homotopy group z(X, x0) is the set o all ae (X, x0)
or which there exist a map F:(X S (Xo, So))-.(X, Xo) and a represuch that F Ix0= identity and
sentative f (S So)-(X, Xo) o
F Ioz=f. In act G(X, Xo) is a subgroup o (X, x0) [1 1]. Note
that X is a,G-space if and only i G(X, xo)=(X, xo) or arbitrary
point x0 e X and or all m.
Let Ce be a Serre class o2 finite abelian groups whose orders are
prime to p or all p e P, where P is a set of primes.
According to H. B. Haslam [2] we call a l-connected space X a
for arbitrary point x0 e X and
rood P G-space if (X, Xo) / G(X, Xo) e
or all m.
Lemma 2 [1 1-3]. (1) Let Xo, x e X and let I--X be a path in
X such that a(0)=x0 and a(1)=x. Then the induced isomorphism
a. ,(X, x)(X, Xo) gives the isomorphism G(X, x)-G(X, Xo).
(2) Let Xo e X and Yo e Y and let f: (X, Xo)-.(Y, Yo) be a homotopy
equivalence. Suppose Xo is closed in X and Yo closed in Y and (X, Xo)
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and (Y, Y0) have the homotopy extension property. Then the induced
isomorphism f, ,(X, Xo) ,(Y, Yo) gives the isomorphism G(X, Xo)

G(Y, Yo).

Theorem 3. Let X be a l-connected, finite CW-complex and P be
a set of primes. Then X is a mod P G-space if and only if Xe is a Gspace.
We will show Theorem 1, assuming Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose X is a G-space. Then clearly X is
a mod p G-space for all primes p. It ollows from Theorem 3 that
is a G-space or all primes p.
Conversely suppose X() is a G-space or all primes p. Then rom
Theorem 3 it ollows that X is a mod p G-space or all primes p, that
is z(X, xo)/G(X, xo)e C or all primes p, where x0 is the base point
chosen arbitrarily. Therefore G(X, x0)=(X, x0). Since m is arbi
Q.E.D.
trary, this concludes that X is a G-space.
To prove Theorem 3 some lemmas will be needed. Let J( be a
category of l-connected, finite CW-complexes. In [4] the localization
of X e C at P is constructed as the union of a P-sequence {X, g}-0,,...
of X, where X0= X, X e g’ (i_0) and g" X_-X is a P-equivalence,
that is g induces isomorphisms g." H.(X_; Z)=H.(X; Z) for all
p e P. As for the definition of a P-sequence and its existence for any
X e g’ and any P we refer to [4].
Lemma 4. Let X e Y. Then (ix)." (X, xo)--(X, o) carries
G(X, xo) into G(Xe, 0), where o ]x(Xo).
Proof. Let {X, g} be a P-sequence of X. We may assume that
g’X_X is an inclusion of a subcomplex. So we may also assume
that g id" X_ SX S is an inclusion of a subcomplex. Choose
the base points x e X so that x=g(x_) (i= 1, 2,...).
Let F" (X S (Xo, So))-.(X, Xo) be a map such that F Ix ,0 identity
and F Io represents a e (X, x0). By the similar method to the
proof of [4; 1.7] we can find a sequence {F}-_0,1,... of maps, where
F" (XS (x, So))-(X(), x,()) for some p(i) >i, such that Fo=F and
the following diagram is homotopy commutative

-

,

,

>X

X_ S
gp(i)

S

gp(t-1) +1

Then it is clear that there exists a map F" )7:o(XxS)=X,xS
.:oX--Xe such that Y o(yxid) is homotopic to yxoF. Since
F ]x,0 =identity, it ollows from [4; 1.7] that lxe,0 is homotopic to
the identity map o
Since (X x S Xe x {So} U {x0} S ) has the homotopy extension
property, there exists a map G" (X x S (vco, so))(Xe, xo) homotopic
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to F such that G Ixe[o-identity. Then clearly G ]oS represents
Q.E.D.
(]x),(). Therefore (]x),() e G(X, o).
For spaces X and Y,X_ Y means that X is homotopy equivalent
to Y.
Lemma 5. Let X e
If X is a mod P G-space, there exists a
P-sequence {X, g} of X such that X_X for all i.
Proof. Since u(X, Xo)/G(X, Xo) is a finite abelian group or all
m, it follows rom [2; Theorem 1] that X is a mod 0 H-space, that is
there exists a multiplication/" X XX such that/, i" X-X (]-- 1, 2)

.

are rational equivalences, where ]" XX X is the canonical inclusion
into the ]-th coordinate. By [3; 1.4] a mod 0 H-space is P-universal.
Q.E.D.
By [4; 5.3] a P-universal space has a required P-sequence.
As or a Moore-Postnikov factorization {p, E, f} o a map f" X
Y we refer to [5; Chap. 8, Sec. 3], where p" E--En_ (n_l) and
f" XE (n>_0). It is well known that if X and Y are CW-complexes,
for all n E may satisfy the conditions (i) E has the homotopy type of
a CW-complex, (ii) e, the base point of E, is closed in E, (iii) (En, en)
has the homotopy extension property.
Lemma 6. Let X e C. Let {p,, E, f} be a Moore-Postnikov
factorization of f" X- Y. If (E e)/G(E,, e,) e Ce for all m and n,
then X is a rood P G-space.
Proof. The proof is similar to that o [2 Proposition 2]. Q.E.D.
Suppose we are given maps F" (X S,(Xo, So))(X, xo) with
F Ix{0}-----identity and f" X-K(u, n+ 1), where is an abelian group
and n_l. Let # e H"+(X; u) be the image of the characteristic class
e H"+@, n+ 1 z) by f*" H"+@, n+ 1 z)H"+(X; ). Bythe Ktinneth
theorem H*(XS; )_H*(X;)(R)H*(S;Z). So we may represent
F*(/)--/(R)1+(R)2 e H+(XS; ), where 2 e H(S; Z) is the undamentalclass and e H"/-(X; ). Since is determined by/ and the
homotopy class of F, we denote it by #F.
Lemma 7 [1; 6-3]. Let p" E--X be a principal fibration induced
by f" X-K(u, n+ 1) (n_l), where X has the homotopy type of a 1-connected CW-complex, Xo, the base point of X, closed in X and (X, Xo) has
the homotopy extension property. Then there exists a map G" (E S
(Co, So))-(E, Co) such that G l{o=identity and the diagram

-

,

,

,

,

E S
p

id;
XS

G

.E

p;

>X
F
is homotopy commutative if and only if/F=0.
Lemma 8. Let X e C. Let {Pn, En, (iX)n} be a Moore-Postnikov
factorization of the map ]x" XX. If (E, e)/G(E, e) e Ce for
all m, then z(E/, e/)/G(E/, e/) e Ce for all m.
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Proof. Note that for each i 7(Xe, X) consists only of elements
whose orders are finite and prime to all p e P, and that for
z(E, e) and H(E Z) are finitely generated. From now on z stands
for =/(X,,X). So p/" E/E is a principal fibration induced by
some map f" EnK(,n+l). Let F’(EnS’,(e,So))(E,e) be a
map such that F I0- identity.
(i) Suppose lm_<n/l and men. Since n+l-mn,
H/-’(E ) is a torsion group whose elements have orders prime to
p for all p e P. Let q be the order of zF, where (q, p)-----1 for all p e P.
Let g" (S", So)(S ", So) bea map of degree q. Then it is clear that
for the map F (id g) E S’En SEn there holds/(F (id g))
--0. By Lemma 7 there exists a map G" E/SE/ such that
G I/,o--identity and the diagram

is homotopy commutative. Since (p/)." 7(E/, e/)(E, e) is
a monomorphism, the above act implies that if (p/).()e G,(E, e)
for fl e u(E/, e/), there exists an integer q with (q, p)=l or all p e P
such that qfl e G(En/I, e/l). Thus (p/)(G.,(En, en))/G,(En/, e/)
From the assumption ,(E, e)/G,(E, e)
(p/I)(G,(E, en)) e
e Ce, it follows that (E/, e/)/(p/)(G(E, e)) e Ce. Therefore
7(En+, e+)/G(E+, e+) e
(ii) Suppose m=n. From the homotopy exact sequence o the
fibration p/" E/E it ollows that (p+). (E+, en+)--;vn(En, en)
is an epimorphism and that Ker(p/). is a torsion group whose
elements have orders prime to all p e P. Furthermore since (E/, e/)
is finitely generated, Ker (p/). is a finite group. Let q’ be the order
of Ker (Pn+l)," Since E is 1-connected, H+-(E 7)--HI(En 7)--0.
So/F--0. It follows from Lemma 7 that there exists a map G" (E/
S (e/, s0))-(E/l, e./) such that G I./,[0=identity and P./I G
is homotopic to F (p/ id). The above fact implies that if (p/).(fl)
e G(E, e) for e (E/, en+), there exists e Ker (p/). such that
+ e G(E+, e/). Thus q’(fl + .) q’fl e G(E/, e/), that is
(p/)(G(E, e))/G(E/, e/) (p/)(G(E, e))e Ce.
Since
(p/)." z(E/l, e/)z(E, e) is an epimorphism, we have z(E/,
e+)/(p+)(G(E, e))-7(E, e)G(E, e) e
Therefore u(E+,
e+)/Gn(E+, en+) e
(iii) Supposem_>n+2. Sincen+l--mO,/F=OeH+-(E;).
Noting that (p/)." ,(E/, e/)u(E, e) is an isomorphism, we
can prove similarly as (i) and (ii) that z(E/, e/)/G,(E/, e/) e

,.
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Proof of Theorem 3. First assume that X is a modP G-space.
Let {X, g,} be a P-sequence o X, where we may assume X, X or all
i by Lemma 5. Choose an arbitrary integer m( 1) and fix it. We
will prove that G(Xe, 0)=(Xe, 0).
Let e (Xe, 0) be an arbitrary element. Since Xe-- 7_-0 X,,
there exist an integer k and o e ,(X, x)-,(X, Xo) such that (’).()
=a, where ]" X---.X, is the obvious inclusion. Let q be the order of
z(X, Xo)/G,(X, Xo), where (q, p)=l for all p e P. From the property
[4 1.1’, 2)’] of P-sequences, it follows that there exist an integer N( k)
and fl e z(Xv, x)-r(X, Xo) such that (g
g+).()== q.
Therefore e G(Xv, xv). Let Y=J,% X, then Y may be considered
as the localization of Xr at P. By Lemma 4 we have (]z).(a)
e G(Y, Yo), where ]x;" XvY is the localization map and yo=jX(x).
It is clear that ]’XrX, factors through Y, that is, there exists a
is homotopic to h ]x.
homotopy equivalence h’Y---X, such that
From Lemma 2 it follows
Thus o=(j).(o)=h.o(]x).(ov).
o e G,(X., 0), since (]x).(or) e G(Y, Yo) and h is a homotopy equiva-

lence. Therefore G(X,, 0)=(Xe, 0).
Conversely assume that Xe is a G-space. Let {p, E, (]x)} be a
a Moore-Postnikov factorization of ]x’XX,. Since a G-space is a
mod P G-space, E= Xe is a mod P G-space. So using Lemma 8 we can
for all m and n.
prove by induction on n that r(E, e)/G(E,, e) e
Q.E.D.
From Lemma 6 it follows that X is a mod P G-space.
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